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ABSTRACT

For cooking professionals and culinary students, understanding cooking instructions is an essential yet demanding task.
Common tasks include categorizing different approaches to
cooking a dish and identifying usage patterns of particular
ingredients or cooking methods, all of which require extensive browsing and comparison of multiple recipes. However,
no existing system provides support for such in-depth and atscale analysis. We present RecipeScape, an interactive system for browsing and analyzing the hundreds of recipes of
a single dish available online. We also introduce a computational pipeline that extracts cooking processes from recipe
text and calculates a procedural similarity between them. To
evaluate how RecipeScape supports culinary analysis at scale,
we conducted a user study with cooking professionals and
culinary students with 500 recipes for two different dishes.
Results show that RecipeScape clusters recipes into distinct
approaches, and captures notable usage patterns of ingredients and cooking actions.
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INTRODUCTION

Cooking recipes provide ingredients and step by step instructions for making a dish, and thousands of recipes are available
even for a single dish on the Internet. For example, searching
for chocolate chip cookie recipes on Yummly1 yields 40,000
recipes that span different sets of ingredients, required skills
and tools, levels of detail, and even varying arrangements of
commonly used cooking actions and ingredients for the dish.
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These recipes are naturally crowdsourced instructions for a
shared goal. Their variety and scale present an opportunity to
understand usage patterns of cooking actions and ingredients
for different approaches to cooking a dish.
Imagine a chef who wants to be creative with chocolate
chip cookies to develop a new dessert menu. The chef has
many options to consider, for example, baking unique looking cookies, making a pie using cookies as the crust, or using
a specific type of dough that doesn’t require baking. Where
should the chef start to research the different ways to make
or make use of chocolate chip cookies? Imagine a culinary
student who is asked to cook a classic tomato pasta and an
exotic tomato pasta for an assignment. What is the difference
between the set of recipes titled “classic” versus those titled
“exotic”? While thousands of recipes for a single dish are
available online, it’s difficult to browse, compare, and analyze
them for coming up with new ideas or interpreting different
cooking processes and their results.
For cooking professionals and culinary students, discovering
usage patterns of cooking actions and ingredients to understand their implications is just as important as preparing a
delicious meal. From our interviews with 10 cooking professionals, we learned that to mine and understand diverse
cooking processes, they compare and analyze recipes in three
different levels of granularity; groups of recipes, individual
recipes, and individual cooking actions or ingredients. From
a professional chef’s menu research activities to training in
culinary schools, a wide range of cooking practices emphasize reinterpretation of dishes. Common approaches include
applying unusual cooking actions to usual ingredients, applying usual cooking actions to unusual ingredients, or both.
These tasks require grouping recipes into similar operational
patterns of cooking actions and ingredients, in-depth investigation of individual recipes, and browsing and comparison of
individual cooking actions or ingredients.
In this paper, we present RecipeScape (Figure 1), an interactive tool for analyzing hundreds of recipes for a single dish.
RecipeScape provides three main visualizations, addressing
each of the three data granularity levels in recipe analysis;
RecipeMap (Figure 1a) presents a bird’s-eye view of recipes
in clusters generated by the system. Each point on the map is
a recipe, and the distance between them indicates their similarity. RecipeDeck (Figure 1b) enables an in-depth inspection
and pairwise comparison of individual recipes. RecipeStat
(Figure 1c) visualizes usage patterns of individual cooking

